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Evidence on “Voter Irrationality”

• Voters in India respond to exogenous shocks 

(like rainfall) in their voting behavior. (Cole et al, 

JDE 2012)

• Also true for voters and shareholders in the 

United States: 

– U.S. gubernatorial elections

– CEO pay in the US responds strongly to luck (i.e. 

economic shocks beyond the CEO’s control) 

(Bertrand and Mullainathan QJE 2001)

“I have identified the specific 
investments that are needed 
[to end poverty]; found ways to 
plan and implement them; 
[and] shown that they can be 
affordable.”

“After $2.3 trillion over 5 
decades, why are the desperate 
needs of the world's poor still so 
tragically unmet? Isn't it finally 
time for an end to the impunity 
of foreign aid?”

Links to Broader Questions Links to broader questions

• Aid disbursement may be worse than useless if…

– aid extends the tenure of corrupt, incapable leaders by 

allowing them to keep constituents happy.

– If voters have trouble separating luck from skill, then 

aid money may undermine political accountability and 

prevent the root cause of poverty from getting 

diagnosed and fixed.

• Implicit assumption: voters do not know, or they 

can be fooled. We should explore this rigorously. 

Endogenous Politician Response
• Literature shows that development programs change voter 
attitudes, but it has not studied politician responses

• Leaders may endogenously respond to random events, and 
voters rationally respond to the information revealed by the 
leader’s action:
– Politicians reveal their type after shock occurs  

(e.g. Katrina vs Sandy) 

– CEOs solicit outside offers when the market does well

– H. M. Ershad prayed for rain

• Reduced form regressions of voter behavior on random 
events may get mis-interpreted: 
– Non-zero coefficients not necessarily evidence of less-than-full 
rationality.

Implication

• We study both politician and voter responses to 

a large-scale RCT on sanitation

– Program covers an entire sub-district and is large 

enough to potentially affect politician behavior

– 18,000 households report on their interactions with 

local leaders.
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Context

• Tanore, Bangladesh. 32% of households engage 

in open defecation. Public health externality.

• OD rates lower overall in Bangladesh (<15%)

• However, the open defecation rate in India is 

55%

– Significantly associated with stunting  

Research Design
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Lottery Winners

Lottery 

Losers

• Cluster Level (Non-Public) Randomization:

– 115 villages (372 clusters, or neighborhoods) 

randomly allocated to Control, Information, Subsidies

• Individual-Level (Public) Randomization 

– Public lotteries for toilet vouchers held only in 

subsidy clusters

Information Treatment (LPP)

Latrine Promotion Program, similar to 

Community-Lead Total Sanitation (CLTS)

Public Subsidy Lottery

Lottery outcome and tin distribution

UP chairman present, gave a speech

Basic Program Effects

• The sanitation program works –

– Leads to greater investments in improved 

sanitation by households

– Households receiving the program report greater 

satisfaction with their sanitation situation
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Satisfaction with UP Chairman’s 

Performance in Providing Sanitation

• Informing villagers about an unmet need 

increases accountability

• We can replicate the reduced form regression
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Theory of Politician Behavior

• What I just showed is not necessarily evidence 

of voter irrationality.

• In a model with the very mild set of 

assumptions (e.g. no complementarity 

between exogenous program shock and 

politician action), we show that:

– When there is uncertainty about the contribution 

of politician skill in bringing the program, a 

skilled politician may separate from unskilled by 

putting in more effort in response to the program 

Testable Hypotheses from Model: 1

• When voters are uncertain about the politician’s 
true contribution to a (random) event that increases 
their welfare, leaders may react to take credit for the 
event

• Rational voters’ perceptions of their leaders may 
change as a result. 

• Voter perceptions should move in the same 
direction as the leader action.  

• Ignoring the leader’s action, we should be able to 
replicate the reduced-form result found in the 
literature on voter irrationality: that voters express 
greater satisfaction with a positive random shock.

Have you Seen or Interacted with the 

UP Chairman in the last 3 months?

• The UP Chairman (and Ward members) spend 

more time in subsidy villages

• Those attending Tin distribution ceremonies are 

most likely to have seen UP Chairman
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the Village

Testable Hypotheses: 2
• When there is no uncertainty about the leader’s 
contributions, rational voters should not reward 
(or punish) leaders for the occurrence of an 
event that is transparently random.  

• In our empirical application, we will conduct:

– a ‘shrouded’ lottery (with legitimate room for 
uncertainty in the voter’s minds about the politician’s 
true contribution), versus

– a ‘transparent’ lottery (where voters themselves 
select the random draw) to provide sanitation 
services

Winners of Transparently Random 

Lotteries don’t give any extra credit to 

politician

•
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Politicians Spend no extra time with 

winners over losers in subsidy villages

• Tin distribution ceremony was an efficient 

way for UP chairmen to interact with villagers

UP Chairmen Compensate Lottery 

Losers and those they interact with

• Something good comes out of the UP chairman 

spending more time in subsidy villages: he provides 

special benefits to those he sees, 
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Received Non-Sanitation
Benefit from UP?

There is no way to know whether the leader’s targeting is socially 

efficient, but their selection of  beneficiaries does reflect demand 

conditions.  Lottery winners are less likely to request help.

Summary

• The portrait of rural Bangladeshis that emerges from our 
empirical work is one of rational voters. 

• Both politicians and voters react to a random shock in 
ways predicted by a model of rational voters:

– In an experimental environment where politicians’ 
contributions (type) is uncertain, skilled politicians change the 
allocation of their time to signal their quality.

– Voters respond to the signal in the right direction.

– Voters do not react in this way when the experiment is 
designed to remove any uncertainty about the role of luck 
rather than politician skill. 

– An information treatment increases political accountability.

Testable Hypotheses on Heterogeneity 

• In the uncertain environment, the model 
predicts heterogeneity in the reactions of different 
types of leaders to the arrival of a large random 
program.  

• Effective politicians will spend more time with 
voters, and voters will update positively about 
that leader’s performance.  

• Ineffective leaders will spend less time, and the 
voters will update negatively.  

• In either case, politician action and voter 
perceptions will move in the same direction. 

Heterogeneity Results

• We find some support for this in the individual 

behaviors of the four UP chairs in 4 unions:

– Two of the leaders increase their effort in the 

treatment villages, and voters reward this behavior.

– In one union, the leaders spend less time in the 

subsidy villages following the RCT program 

implementation, and accordingly, the voters ‘punish’ 

these politicians.

– 4th UP chairman shows up more in LPP-only villages, 

and engages in other compensatory actions
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Use some 

psychology 

and 

economics 

to excite 

people 

about the 

VAT 

recognition

program

Low Revenues in Bangladesh Why?

• Low Capacity 

to enforce

– The system is 

informal

The Idea

• Traditional punishment-based methods (fines, 

audits) to improve compliance not feasible to 

implement 

• Can we leverage interest in social recognition to 

stimulate tax payments?

– Think of things that are cheap for us to provide, but 

which firms may value 

• Publicize compliance information among peers

• Reward cards that help firms establish credibility

– Encourage peer monitoring and peer pressure 

(group rewards)

2 x 2 x 2 Experimental Design

Control: Letter with 

information on firm’s own 

records 

Publicizing information on 

registration and tax 

payments of  every firm in 

cluster (neighborhood)

Reward cards if  the firm and 

the cluster behaves well, in 

terms of  registration and 

payment

Publicize information + 

Reward Cards

No Recognition Peer Recognition

No 

Reward

Group 

Reward

• All groups receive baseline letter with information about their own 
registration and payment status (with an opportunity to correct info)

• Letters vary in describing subsequent treatments

• After 6 weeks, firms receive letters and rewards every 6 months

• All treatments crossed with information on average compliance
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There are useful ‘social’ connections 

and knowledge

Task 1: Map Area under NBR Dhaka 

South, and Conduct a Census of all Firms

Canvass Area 

by car, 

rickshaw, foot, 

identify all 

firms 

(regardless of 

registration 

status), geo-

code them, 

and define 

clusters.

Task 3: Digitize all NBR Records 

for these areas

Create 

Letters 

Populated 

with the 

Digitized 

Information

…and mail 

out letters to 

22,000+ 

firms

(reached 

16,500)
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Use some 

psychology 

and 

economics 

to excite 

people 

about the 

VAT 

recognition

program
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1. Figure shows the average total VAT payments per 
firm for the whole period for which we have digitalized 
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Figure shows the average total VAT payments per quarter from 

2012 and onwards.
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Sum of total payment by Tax Circle1

1. Figure shows the sum of total VAT payments (not 
divided by the number of firms) in the different Tax Circles 
for the whole period for which we have digitalized data.
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1. Figure shows the sum of total VAT payments (not 
divided by the number of firms) in the different Tax 
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1. The digital records go back until 2011, but the data 
for 2011 is not complete.


